
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Divine Worship 11:15 am 

June 16 Father’s Day 

 

Keep on going and the chances are you will stumble on something, perhaps when you are least 

expecting it. I have never heard of anyone stumbling on something sitting down.(Charles Kettering) 

 

Lord, when we are wrong, make us willing to change. 

And when we are right, make us easy to live with. 

 

On June 6 1944, Allied troops stormed the beaches of Normandy (France) to open the way to Germany from 
the West. Victory in the Normandy campaign would come at a terrible cost. The Canadians suffered the most 
casualties of any division in the British Army Group. 

It was a magnificent accomplishment, the strong Atlantic Wall had been breached, and supplies and men were 
pouring ashore to resume the advance on D-Day-plus-one. The Allies were back in Europe. 

Approximately 14,000 Canadians landed in Normandy on D-Day. Inevitably the cost was considerable, but not 
nearly as high as had been feared. The Canadian assault force suffered 1,074 casualties, of which 359 were 
fatal. 

Ahead lay more fighting—very bitter fighting in which Canadian forces would play their full part. The day of 
victory in Europe was still 11 months away. 

June 6, 2019 marks the 75th anniversary of D-Day & the Battle of Normandy.  
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If you tell a man there are 

300 billion stars in the 

universe, he’ll believe you.  

But if you tell him a bench 

has just been painted, he 

has to touch it to be sure. 

You never get a second 

chance to make a good 

first impression. 

The best way to forget your 

own problems is to help 

someone else solve theirs. 

Temper is what gets 

most of us into trouble.  

Pride is what keeps us 

there. 

 
The Juno Beach Centre in 

France 

 

Words are like keys, if you chose them right they 

can open any heart and shut any mouth. 



 

Man Refuses Seat Beside Woman Reading Bible. 

It was a typical airline flight like any other until one elderly Christian woman was insulted for her faith. 

The flight attendant who stepped in is facing controversy for the way she handled the situation. 

Two major US airline companies have recently come under fire after the world witnessed their lack of care and 
blatant abuse of their customers. 

But I must admit, when I read this story I couldn’t help but smile. 

The young flight attendant in this situation stands head and shoulders above the rest and it’s no wonder this 
Facebook post has been shared over 83,000 times!  The altercation reportedly began when a middle-aged man 
arrived at his seat on a crowded flight, but refused to sit down. His seat was next to an elderly white woman 
reading her Bible.  Disgusted, the man immediately summoned the flight attendant and demanded another seat.  
The outraged man proceeded to tell the young flight attendant that he refused to sit next to an infidel. 

The flight attendant did what any good customer service representative would do and explained that she would 
try to find another seat.  After searching for a seat, the flight attendant returned and reportedly stated: There are 
no more seats in economy, but I will check with the captain and see if there is something in first class. 

Almost 10 minutes later, the flight attendant returned and explained that she had found one available seat.  The 
flight attendant continued: It is our company policy to never move a person from economy to first class, but 
being that it would be some sort of scandal to force a person to sit next to an unpleasant person, the captain 
agreed to make the switch to first class. 

Before the outraged man could reply, the attendant gestured to the elderly Christian woman with the Bible and 
continued: Madam, if you would so kindly retrieve your personal items, we would like to move you to the comfort 
of first class as the captain doesn’t want you to sit next to such an unpleasant person. 

It didn’t take long for passengers in the surrounding seats to applaud, while some even gave a standing ovation 
for the flight attendant. 

I couldn’t agree more with the brave flight attendants decision to defend this elderly woman and her faith! 

This story is a breath of fresh air! It is worth sharing. 

 

The trouble with people who talk too fast is that they often say 

something they haven’t thought of yet. 

A person is about as big as the things that make him angry. 

Wouldn’t it be nice to be as sure of anything as some people 

are of everything? 

 

 

 

 

 


